Installation and use manual of
CITY POOL

Manufacturer’s guide and warnings:
Polyester body is a part of swimming pool made of composite materials (resin and glass fiber), manufactured in one
piece (monobloc) and is the essential dig into the earth swimming pool element.
Swimming pool – is an artificial, water-resistant, disinfectant, renewable and recyclable reservoir and all necessary
swimming pool operation equipment, intended for water activities, where water is filtered and disinfected.
Each swimming pool must be equipped with a standard safety system with regard to security of children under 5
years (January 3 2003 Law 2003-9). Such device must meet one of the AFNOR standards (P906306/307/308/309).
If you have any doubt on this text interpretation, please contact your distributor.
The whole polyester body must be completely filled all the time (the minimum level of middle separator). If you are
intended to drain water from the swimming pool, partly or minimally or even for few seconds, please, contact your
distributor. Please, follow recommended precautions.
Do not use products which were not recommended by your distributor, especially products based on metal ions,
which may not be compatible with body materials.
All electrical installation must be protected by 30 mA fuse, installed by a licensed specialist.
In all cases and at all stages of using your swimming pool, if any doubt occurs, please, contact your distributor or,
in extreme cases, the manufacturer.

Attention!
Following of recommendations stated in this guide is a necessary condition for our products guarantee.
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SITE PROCEDURES
1. TERRAIN FEATURES AND SOIL QUALITY
It is important to learn about the nature and stability of the soil in the location, where swimming pool will be
installed, as well as in the neighbouring areas, addressing a request to Nature and technogenic risks state authority.
If you doubt, please, contact specialist (geologist) and determine necessary work, stated in installation manual, by
performing examination (ditch, auger drilling etc.) on the work site.
Swimming pool must be installed on a stable, homogenous, sufficient load-bearing capacity soil, without water. Soil
stability and consistency features determine the importance of performed swimming pool filling.
Particular attention should be paid to the quality of the subsoil, water drainage around swimming pool, beaches
and stairs.

2. INSTALLATION, MARKING, LEVEL POINTS
Before starting installation, it is important to accurately define boundaries of the swimming pool installation
(location, height adjustment) and carefully note them in the installation agreement documentation signed and
stamped by both parties (client and contractor). Make sure that there is no gas, electricity, telephone, irrigation or
drainage network on the site; otherwise consider their withdrawal, which should be performed by licensed
professional.

Attention!
It is not recommended to install swimming pool on the soil poured recently (less than 3 years ago), otherwise
there is a risk of sinking. If the installation location is on a natural slope, it is necessary to install a platform and
retaining walls.
Before swimming pool installation soil must be stabilized by any appropriate means; this work should be performed
by specialists.

2.1 ZERO POINT (0)
Zero point (0) is the starting point; it meets completed work height measurement point. It is used to determine the
level of the swimming pool compared to facilities or ground surface inclination.
Zero point is the starting point for the whole duration of the project; use a stationary reference (on the building or
on support pole outside of access area).
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2.2 MARKING
The marking can be done using an observation sheet, which will reflect swimming pool shape and surface. If there
is no observation sheet, mark edges with sticks, strings and marking balloons, while performing checking of
diagonals and corners.
Pay attention to the layout and/or parallels of the existing dimensions according to installation specifications,
stated in the agreement documentation.

AB/CD = length = 5.15m
AD/BC = width = 2.80m
BE/HC = reserve in the technical premises on the left and on the right = 0.70m
EF/HG = technical premises depth = 0.50m
FG = technical premises width = 1.40m

Calculation of Diagonals and Squareness Checking
Squareness checking:
 Locate the point on the distance of 2 meters from the corner A of a peripheral AB
 Locate the point on the distance of 1.5 meters from the corner A of a peripheral AD
 Measure the distance between 2 located points; it must be equal to 2.5 meters (if the amount received is
greater, repeat marking)
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Triangle diagonal: the square root of ((length x length) + (width x height))

Recommendations:
 Set the swimming pool with the separator facing the prevailing wind.
 Mark on 20 cm distance to each swimming pool edge. Accurate marking helps to save soil for pouring.
 Zero point is swimming pool edge level. It should be marked by a balloon on a pole or on terrace. This will
be necessary for ground work and terrace which will be installed later.

3. GROUND WORK – SEWER CONNECTION (DRAINAGE WELLS BALANCE)
The goal of ground work – is to dig a hole for swimming pool body. This action must be given special attention
(significant ground work can have negative impact on the stability of the swimming pool, so you need to take into
account the relevance of dimensions, stated in this guide):
 The hole must be clean and cleared of all extraneous elements (stones, roots, etc.) or sedimentation
(friable soil etc.)
 Follow hole dimensions stated in this guide
 If you did not comply with established dimensions (hole too deep), cannot pour hole with friable soil, but
need to use stabilized soil, locate geotextile on the bottom of the hole, restore the desired level using large
rubble or ballast, which will be covered with geotextile before the completion of the formation of the base.
 Remove smooth or friable soil around excavation works for safe filling machine moving (bobcat or
wheelbarrow), as well as giving access around the swimming pool for further works.
If the soil is unstable, and the hole is necessary to carry out the work, it is very important to perform filling with
earth correctly.

3.1 WATER OR GROUND WATER LEVEL
If excavation work is carried out on the friable soil, it is necessary to follow specific precautions. Sump or drainage
system must be installed or the rapid removal of filtered water, rain water or ground water. It is very important at
the bottom of the hole, where the swimming pool is set, to install one or more drainage balance wells together
with peripheral drainage, consisted of rubble for backfill. It is aimed to collect ground water and dry soil during the
construction and possible water leakage at the end of the work. In the case if the ground surface has a natural
slope, collect the water in the lowest part.

3.2 VERTICAL DRAINAGE OR PRECIPITATOR (drainage wells balance)
The presence of this drainage is necessary condition for your swimming pool guarantee; any equipment without
planned vertical drainage is deemed not satisfying the requirements of this installation guide.
The main function of the hole located in the bottom of the vertical drainage is to check the level of the ground
water, and secondary function – to reduce ground water level and to maintain reduced level according to water
level inside of the swimming pool, using filter and surface pump or vacuum pump.
External water level should always be below the water level inside the swimming pool (middle separator).
This drain consists of a tip or a sewer pipe with a minimum diameter of 200 mm, it must be installed below base
level on the rubble and isolated with natural soil using geotextile covering (Bidim or similar).
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This well is exposed to atmospheric pressure and need to be protected with safety covert from air leakage and to
allow easy access to the underground water checking.

4. SOIL PREPARATION – GEOTEXTILES – INSTALLATION OF SCALES
After mechanic earth works it is needed to check desired depth depending on specific your model dimensions (See
dimensions in the guide).
 Finish cleaning the soil manually using shovel and rake and aiming to remove remaining friable soil and
stones or elements which can hinder to lay geotextile, scales and crushed rubble.
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 Place the geotextile (Bidim or similar) at the bottom of the hole according to planned digging perimeter and
do not hesitate to put marks on the edges of the hole with positioning scale; these marks will also be used
to check the position of the swimming pool after its fixation.
 Re-pay geotextile on the walls so that natural soil would not absorb filled ground (this is especially
recommended if the ground is heavily saturated with water).
 Check scales evenness by verifying each desired height and a right angle.
 Put scales in according to zero point position by the plan attached to the swimming pool. Check the height
by keeping optical reference point as zero point plus 1.35 m depth, as shown.
 Fill with crushed rubble by scale height, then with the help of third scale plain the rubble over whole hole
surface to ensure that the average rubble thickness of 20 cm (thickness can vary between 15 and 25
centimetres in order to correct any ground defects) in accordance with dimensions shown in this guide.
 Check levels, remove scales and correct the excavations.

Crushed rubble:
Rubble can have different names in different regions and may vary in size, so we can only give you the average
indicators, the size of the pieces to be an average of a thumb nail size: 6 -10 / 7-16 / 5-15 / 10-14.
Rubble used for base or for filling must be crushed out of the quarry; it is not allowed to use round or river rubble.
Any swimming pool installation using other than crushed rubble from the quarry, will be regarded as inconsistent
with this manual.

5. SWIMMING POOL DELIVERY
Body delivery into the hole is carried out by us or by our authorized installers, subject to prior authorization, and if
our truck can reach at least 5 meters distance to the site ground works and carry out the works with the crane
under normal safety conditions.
In some cases a special crane is required, which can provide specific services.
Undisturbed access must be ensured; it is recommended to pay attention to the trees, electrical wires, telephone
wires, etc., which presence may hinder the work.
As much as possible, the swimming pool has to be operated by the feet in order to prevent certain construction
indents.
The swimming pool has to be gently lowered in the excavated hole in accordance with marks on the edges of the
hole (bottom and central axis marking).
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6. SWIMMING POOL EQUIPPING AND LEVELLING
Adjust horizontal swimming pool level using dipstick (lenses or laser) and checking the position of the swimming
pool in the defined points, layout and zero point.

Make sure that the bottom of swimming pool is in full contact with the ground with its entire surface; make sure
that the pool does not deviate from the axes in the soil, which you established.

If level difference from 1 to 2 centimetres appears, press and jump on the inclined side edges of the highest point,
to make the pool completely stand on the ground. This can help restore the desired position.
If the difference in levels in excess of 2 centimetres, it is necessary to extract the pool and check the pool's base
and pool’s position in the hole.

ATTENTION:
Never lift the pool to ensure the levelling regarding the zero point. In fact, the bottom, if it does not rely on its
entire surface, may ultimately result in the gel layer cracks due to water pressure…
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7. WALLS FILLING, SWIMMING POOL AND TECHNICAL PREMISES CONSOLIDATION
It is necessary to choose the incompressible crushed rubble (same kind that is used for the base). Any other type of
backfill is prohibited and will be regarded as inconsistent with this manual.

7.1 4 CORNERS FILLING
Filling starts with 4 corners consolidation.
Gently pour the rubble to the corners in the diagonal contraposition (not moving the pool from the base) by filling
1/3 of the height.
In order to preserve the stability of the structure, it is recommended to use of light machinery for filling process
(mini-truck type).
Check level and readjust swimming pool levelling.
o
o

To lower corner, stamp your feet or jump on the edge of the swimming pool.
To raise the corner, use wooden rafters as a lever to settle the rubble.
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When the pool is fixed at the correct level, begin to fill it with water up to the first step to stabilize and
balance it.

7.2 SUPPORTS POSITION
To avoid rubble pressure and body deformation when filling with earth, it is necessary to install 2 supports along
the body width of approximately 1/3 and 2/3 of the length of the interval.
These supports remain in place until the complete swimming pool filling.

7.2 FILLING WITH EARTH HALFWAY
Start filling with earth and compacting soil lightly with grip or hollow 1 cm diameter and 2 meters long metal tube.
Your poured earth is compacted until no more loose earth is running after pressing it with grip or tube.
These actions seek to fix finally the swimming pool on the ground and avoid the risk of its movement. This stability
will be ensured unanimously filling the pool with soil or other materials.
Continue filling operation in an effort to maintain the same filling height (increase the filling height in 30
centimetres intervals around the body).
Regularly check the wall smoothness; if it swelled, reduce slightly the amount of rubble in the uneven area.
Constantly compact filling earths with grip or tube until earth level if 20 cm below the edge of the pool.
ATTENTION:
Never use a vibrating machine when compacting filling earth.

7.3 TECHNICAL PREMISES FILLING
 Ensure that the earth goes well beyond technical premises container.
 As far as it is necessary, replace and excavate the rubble under the stairs.
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 Check the level of technical premises according to the pool.
 If there is a slight difference in the levels, raise premises level with the plank.

ATTENTION:
Do not leave the pool completely unfilled and empty
without external ground water monitoring. There is a risk that the pool
will be marginalized and destabilized.

8. ELECTRICAL CONNECTION IN TECHNICAL PREMISES
Technical pool indoor power supply is 220V and must be connected to the alternating current 30mA with minimum
protection of 20A which is proportional to the power cable diameter.
These modules will be connected to the general
house panel in the common accessible place or
integrated into a special cabinet designed for
swimming pool.
Connection is performed through an insulated
electrical cable of sufficient diameter of RO2V
type with 3 conductors (phase/neutral position/land),
ensuring maximum power and consuming 3,2KWh.
The cable diameter must be in proportion to the
distance from the technical facilities to electric
cabinets and should not be less than 4mm².
Outside the cable will be buried in a trench
with a standard protective sheath.
Next to the pool set special grounding rod
of 2 m, connected through technical premises
presses provided for this purpose.
In the technical premises install standardized
grounding strap connected to a grounding pole.
IMPORTANT:

These electrical connection works should be carried out by professionals, according to the applicable valid safety
regulations for this type of bathing facilities.

9. CONCRETE PROTECTIVE FENCING
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When the swimming pool is filled until 20 cm to its edge, in the central exit install concrete protective fencing of 20
cm in height and 25 cm in width, a minimum of 280 kg (thus, 300 kg of concrete or 400 kg of concrete produced on
site with concrete mixer) with a centred reinforcement (minimum reinforcement ratio equal to 1,57), or by using 4
twists of 8 or 2 twists of 10.

Fiber-reinforced concrete can be used together with twist.
You can also put reinforcement at the edge of the pool connecting it with twist or wire.
Fencing installation you can perform in a following way:
 By formwork with good spatula and vibrating spatula to ensure the integrity of seats edge.
 With “dry” concrete and formatting your fencing with two spatulas (use the bottom edge as starting point
for equalizing concrete fence).

Concrete fencing is necessary in the case of pool installation on the moving beach wood or composite.
If there is a terrace of flat, install an expansion joint between the pool fencing and base-plate.

Attention: Constantly monitor that the point “0” is above the natural soil level around the pool and drain rainwater
to avoid the pool be overfilled by water and water running over edges.
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10. GENERAL DIMENSIONS AND EXTERIOR ADMISSIBILITY RULES (AFNOR AC P90-321
Standard)
10.1 INSTALLATION OF THE SWIMMING POOL ACORDING TO THE TERRAIN
1 – According to the ground level 0 point planned:
From – 2 cm until +3 cm
2 – According to the layout on the ground:
According to the width: + or -3 cm;
According to the length: + or -3 cm.
3 – Squareness between the diagonals:
5 mm to meter.

10.2 SWIMMING POOL WALLS AND BASE PLANNING
1 – Walls: according to water level
2 meters long: + or -2 cm;
20 cm: + or -5 mm.
2 – Base:
2 meters long: + or -3 cm;
20 cm: + or -6 mm.

10.3 WATER LEVEL IN THE SWIMMING POOL
1 – Between 2 separators/length of swimming pool:
According to the width from 0 until 5 meters: 1 cm;
According to the width + 5 meters: 2 cm;
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2 – Swimming pool horizontality: max 2.5 cm.

10.4 WATER LOSS
Without evaporation:
3 litres / m2 water per day.

11.TECHNICAL PREMISES
Technical premises are of dynamic and comfortable model

11.1 WATER CIRCULATION VALVES
Technical premises consist of 4 valves for controlling the circulation of water:

V1 = Circulation valve from vacuum point until separator
In Normal mode the valve is permanently open.
V2 = Circulation valve from pumping grate
In Normal mode the valve is permanently open.
V3 = Circulation valve near the common box next to the pool
In Normal mode the valve is permanently open.
V4 = Circulation valve for cascades if none of the cascades activated, the valve is constantly closed.

11.2 FILTRATION PUMP
Pump model: WATERWAY 2 speeds 1.5Kw (25m3/h) 9A/0.37Kw (6m3/h) 1.8A

11.3 COMMON BOX
Electric controls block BALBOA, BP601Z model with built-in electric heater 3KWh.
LED flashlight supply – 10V
Connection to the control panel on the side of the pool
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Possible connection to a Wi-Fi module for remote control

12. SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT
Dynamic and comfortable model consists of the following components:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1 separator Waterway ABS with 2 filter cartridges PWW50P3
1 vacuum point ABS inner thread 1.5''
4 rotating massage jets ABS/adjustable, stainless steel
1 tip backwash ABS/adjustable, stainless steel
2 sewage pumping grate ABS
1 white LED spotlight
2 water circulation control valves
2 air flow control valves
1 control and programming panel

12.1 SEPARATOR AND VACUUM POINT, CARTRIDGE REPLACEMENT

Slide the skimmer panel up and remove

Remove the leaves picked up in the basket

Unscrew the two filter cartridges

To assemble, reverse operations and restore filtering.

12.2 MASSAGE JETS
2 seats, each containing 2 swivel massage jets, adjusted by rotating them ¼ of circle
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12.3 COUNTERFLOW TIP NCC
NCC tip adjustment is carried out by integrated clamping wheel. Depending on the swimmer's body size it is
ensured that the flow of water flows according to the body providing good traction

12.4 SUCTION GRATES
Two suction grates are installed.
It is important not to obstruct the grid in order to make optimum use of spa therapy or NCC.

12.5 SWIMMING POOL COMMANDS
1 Control valve Massage / Waterfall
2 Control valve massage / NCC
3 Airflow valve massage or NCC
4 Airflow valve massage or NCC
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WARM

COOL

LIGHT

JETS

Temperature
setting+hot

Temperature
setting+cold

Light on/off

Start pump speed 1
and 2

Refer to BALBOA factory manual for detailed functions

13.SWIMMING POOL DRAINING
Attention, swimming pool draining should be carried out only for maintenance purpose.
It is important to check the presence of water in the pool by decompression.
In case of pool draining always contact your distributor or swimming pool installer.

14.WATER PURIFICATION
You can clean your CITY POOL swimming pool water only with chlorine or bromine.
Alternatively, the ozone generator may be added to.
Attention, used chemical products should be compatible with the filter cartridges, equipped in a separator.
DO NOT USE CORRSIVE PRODUCTS WHICH CAN DAMAGE STRUCTURE OF SWIMMING POOL AND ITS EQUIPMENT
Always talk to experts for advice on water preparation for swimming or contact your distributor.

15.MAINTENANCE IN THE WINTER TIME
In order to prevent presence of algae and bacteria in swimming pool water, it is recommended always to prepare
actively for the winter during a period of non-use of the swimming pool.
For this purpose, insert the product intended for the preparation for winter into the water and to program the filter
cycle at least for 3 hours per day.
Heater in the control box supports 10° C in the pool.
In order to prevent heat loss during this period, it is recommended to use an insulating coating.
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